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Ost drama korea hotel del luna

03:3703:3003:2904:1403:4503:4403:4803:4204:3103:4503:0603:5104:27 £38.50 - 47.99 £47.99 Visit the Help section or contact us a journey in our dreams; a romance that we have always danced out as perfect; a life we can only imagine - do you believe in Korean dramas? As much as we indulge in these fantasies staged by our
favorite A-listers, the longevity of the drama lies in the themed songs we take with us after 16 episodes and keep in our Spotify playlists. Whether it's transcending time zones into a world 939 years ago, crossing the demilitarized zone and falling in love with someone you can never be with, or hanging out with ghosts over midnight, let our
top K-drama original soundtrack (OST) picks take you away from reality. HEIZE - Can You See My Heart from the Hotel Del Luna Played by IU Nation's Sweetheart, Hotel Del Luna portrays her as a bad-tempered boss, while she brings out her beauty and innocence through her encounters with the male protagonist, played by Yeo Jin-
goo. The series places the supernatural world in a real light, through the struggle with fears and the persistent questioning of life beyond death. CHANYEOL, Punch - 'Stay With Me' by Guardian: The Lonely and Great God The final theme Stay With Me remains true to its name - its melody is unmistakable and it exudes the highlights of the
plot, especially in the tearful moments when the hero enters. On the journey through an eternal life of the Goblin, Guardian: The lonely and great God takes its roots from Korean folklore, but with a refreshing spin. The romantic comedy, set in a modern setting, tries to reconcile past and present, while time permits. BAEKHYUN, CHEN,
XIUMIN - 'For You' by Moonlovers: Scarlet Heart Ryeo The Korean adaptation of the Chinese hit series Startling by each step惊) meets a star-studded cast in Moonlovers: Scarlet Heart Ryeo. With IU, Lee Joon Gi, Kang Ha Neul, Nam Joo Hyuk and more, this heartbreaking love story delivers an outstanding performance among historical
dramas of all time. Davichi - 'This Love' from Descendants Of The Sun The iconic scene from song Joong Ki tying song Hye Kos laces doesn't need an introduction. Descendants Of The Sun sparked a global phenomenon when it was released in 2016, boasting a league of the best OSTs that made it really hard for us to decide. Our
choice is Davichi's ballad 'This Love', because with Davichi you can never do anything wrong. 10cm - 'But it's Destiny' by Crash Landing on You Meet Ri Jung Hyuk and Yoon Se-ri: Played by Hyun Bin and Son Ye Jin, the two star-crossed lovers met most unconventional way - from a parachute crash. Reconciliation between South Korea
and North Korea seems a utopian ideal, but Crash Landing on You has managed to fantasize this into a reality in the drama series. A romantic comedy for laughing, crying and remembering. Lyn - 'Back In Time' Time' The Moon Embraces the Sun Caught Between Royalty and Love, the King of the Joseon Dynasty, played by Kim So
Hyun, struggles through a secret relationship with a shaman, played by Han Ga In. Although the bitterness of revenge and power, the adorable love story in The Moon Embraces The Sun is one that keeps viewers longing from start to finish. K.Will - 'Like a star' from My Love From Another Star Would you fall in love with someone who
could disappear from your sight at any time? My Love From Another Star tells the story of a famous actress who falls in love with an alien stuck on Earth. The series explores the physical constraints of space and time and is a reminder to appreciate every moment as if it were our last. Eddy Kim - 'When A Long Night Comes' from While
You Were Sleeping When your life reads in the fate of your dreams, do you run, or do you embrace it? Played by Bae Suzy and Lee Jong Suk, the main characters are easily one of the cutest couples in the history of the K-drama. A story of twists and turns of learning to accept fate, While You Were Sleeping is a warming story at heart.
Gummy - 'My Love' from The King: Eternal Monarch The King: Eternal Monarch may seem at first glance like an intimidating show to digest, but the King's dorkiness, played by Lee Min Ho, is one of the factors that keep viewers busy to the end. The king's unexpected romance with a policeman, which takes place in parallel universes,
travels through a battle between the two worlds to rewrite history. Gaho - 'Start' by Itaewon Class Ending the playlist off on a brighter note, 'Start' reflects the vibrancy and passionate youth in the action of the Itaewon Class. The drama constantly alternates between the motives of love and success and sheds light on minorities in the
community. Itaewon Class is more than just another Park Seo Jun hit; The fast-paced drama will surely send an adrenaline rush with every action-packed scene. Listen to the bandwagon's favorite K-drama picks in this playlist: songs from the soundtrack of the drama Hotel Del Luna (clockwise from above), Good Bye, Can You Hear Me?
Remember Me and All About You are in the top 5 of the various music charts. Capture from Instagram @tvndrama.officialBy Lee Han-naSongs from the soundtrack of the tvN show Hotel Del Luna are at the top of Korea's music charts, release after release. The song All About You by the Girls' Generation Tayeon reached the top of all the
country's major music charts, followed by Gummis Remember Me. And then Ben's Can You Hear Me? two days before Paul Kim's Good Bye took his place on Tuesday. The soundtrack of the Hotel Del Luna has delighted the fans with the participation of the big stars enhanced its audience. The series, starring iu and Yeo Jin-goo, will air
on Saturday and Sunday nights. The viewer rating is almost 10 percent. Percent. Percent.
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